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Early Ideas About Evolution Study
Scripps Oceanography researcher's assertion bolstered by series of new studies. New research lends credence to an unorthodox retelling of the story of early Earth first proposed by a geophysicist at ...
Earth’s Mantle, Not Its Core, May Have Generated Planet’s Early Magnetic Field
But it turns out that our cognitive ability didn’t evolve as early as previously thought ... what happened in between. With this study we have a better idea, even if there are still some ...
Early Humans Were Walking Around With Ape-Like Brains, Study Finds
Why Evolution Works (and Creationism Fails) is an impassioned argument in favor of science-primarily the theory of evolution-and against creationism. Why ...
Why Evolution Works (and Creationism Fails)
Progress Unchained reinterprets the history of the idea of progress using parallels between evolutionary biology and changing views of human history. Early concepts of progress ... showing that ...
Ideas of Evolution, Human History and the Future
The United States Constitution requires the government “to provide for the common defense.” As a prime topic featured prominently throughout the legislative blueprint of American society, the “common ...
The Uncommon Defense Policy: History, Evolution, and Future Directions
Researchers found 25 pieces of evidence that humans were apex predators They studied 400 papers from various scientific disciplines They found that early ... evolution." However, a new study ...
Humans Were Actually Apex Predators For 2 Million Years, Study Finds
Early humans in Eurasia had "primitive" brains. Early humans still had great ape-like brains, according to a new study that found modern humans evolved to have our "advanced" thinking organs ...
First 'Homo' species left Africa with ape-like brains
Ostrich eggshells and crystals gathered more than 100,000 years ago shed light on the cultural evolution of early humans. Found in South Africa’s interior, they reveal that technological innovations ...
Early humans far from the South African coast collected unusual objects
The fossil skulls, discovered in the 1990s in Dmanisi, Georgia, are tentatively identified as the early human ... primate brain evolution and was not involved in the study. That sheer variability ...
Our earliest ancestors weren’t as brainy as we thought, fossil skulls suggest
"We usually think of evolution operating over ... leader of the research team. "In this study, we resurveyed ponds that were originally studied in the early 1990s, which gave us a unique ...
Dueling evolutionary forces drive rapid evolution of salamander coloration
The objective of this book is to describe, through examples, the evolution of recreational land use in Canada ... it as much as from what may be seen there,”¹ Watson thus began a study of the role of ...
Recreational Land Use: Perspectives on Its Evolution in Canada
Notre Dame offensive coordinator Tommy Rees is applying the lessons learned in year 1 to the direction he wants to nudge the Irish offense in 2021.
Tommy Rees 2.0 has the makings of true offensive evolution for Notre Dame
Predictable marine resources like shell fish and a more forgiving climate may have allowed more early ... Evolution at Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia, and lead author of the study ...
New discoveries fundamentally change the picture of human evolution in Africa
Two opposing evolutionary forces explain the presence of the two different colors of spotted salamander egg masses at ponds in Pennsylvania, according to a new study led by a Penn State biologist. Und ...
Competing Evolutionary Forces Drive Rapid Evolution of Salamander Coloration
The objects they found suggest it is time to revise current thinking about the emergence of cultural innovations among early human ... These ideas were also rooted in the study of genetic diversity.
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